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Price: 4,950,000€  Ref: WIN-683

Villa

Marbella

8

1,656m² Build Size

3,878m² Plot Size

Pool: Yes

On offer is a Grand villa on a large plot across from the Mosque on the Golden Mile just

a short distance from Marbella Puente Romano and Marbella Club or Puerto

Banus.&#13;This spectacular villa will be almost surrounded by water from the two huge

pools and a lake. It is conceived to pamper owners and guests on any one of the 3 floors

or outdoor areas.&#13;Finishes are set to be of the highest quality to achieve the

epitome of luxury property.&#13;For more information or to arrange a viewing, contact

us today and we ll happy to help you. &#13;&#13;&#13; Features &#13;Sea

Views&#13;Indoor Pool...(Ask for More Details!)
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On offer is a Grand villa on a large plot across from the Mosque on the Golden Mile just a short distance from

Marbella Puente Romano and Marbella Club or Puerto Banus.&#13;This spectacular villa will be almost

surrounded by water from the two huge pools and a lake. It is conceived to pamper owners and guests on

any one of the 3 floors or outdoor areas.&#13;Finishes are set to be of the highest quality to achieve the

epitome of luxury property.&#13;For more information or to arrange a viewing, contact us today and we ll

happy to help you. &#13;&#13;&#13; Features &#13;Sea Views&#13;Indoor Pool&#13;Outdoor

Pool&#13;Lake with whirlpool area&#13;Wine Cellar&#13;Fireplace&#13;Wooden and stone flooring&#13;Lift

&#13;Bar &#13;Sauna/Steam Bath&#13;
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